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| Easter E g g Hunt i n the Oak Lounge during 
Coffee^Mnsic Hour on March 28 from 12-2. 
Sponsored by Boosters. 
20-24 
HOUSE PLAN ASSOCIATION 
The House Plan Association has formed a 
Softball Team of questionable quality. 
There is one problem, w e hhve no one to 
p lay . We h e r e b y inyite. any school 
organization to play; HPA- Please^reply by 
coming to room 420 S.C. or drop a note in box 
*20 S J G . 
Boosters-
Look forward to the Booster Charity Drive 
that will be held on March 22; 1972. Give to 
the New York Hospital Foundling J t o i e . 
"HaVe/a~carerAll proceeds wflTBe sent to ffie 
home a t Second Avenue'and 70 Street. 
GIVE MONEY GET A BUNNY MAKE 
SOME CHILD'S, F U T U R E S U N N Y ! ! 
O M O t O O M t 
Oak Lounge \ 
** 
- MONDAY12-3 
Welcome Address: President Wingf ie ld " T h e I ta l ian Giants 
The La Guardia Story ( f i lm ) 27 minutes % 
Vito Mar canton id—Dr. Annete Rubiustein (editor of " I Vote 
M y X^nsc ience") 
Mrs . Luci l le De Giorgiop^s^cretary to AAarcantonio) 
Dr. Leonard Covello—himself r r 
TUESDAY 1 2 - 2 ^ 
fsf of S u s a n f a ^ Wve ^MaW 
v
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-The Committee to Foment Democracy 
announces its weekly moet, which, will b e 
conducted; a c c o r d i n g ^ to -^precise 
parliamentary procedure a s coneeiy ed J>y 
CFD in Room-1206 at 12 noon on the 16th day 
: cf jtfarch. All students, friends, wellwishers 
: and of course members .are welcome to 
^attend. Object, to indulge in all those quality 
refreshments. •• "• ^ ^ — 
The present officers of CFD are seriously 
considering abdicating their positions and 
all members who. "feel they are qualified to 
replace this term's poor crop are urged to 
prepare position papers. 
~ ~ ANNOUNCEMENT " T " - " 
The Baruch Chess Club is now in the 
process of being formed. Any students in -
"te"resleor"ih'"joinn^"^B6uld cbStacTnSte^e"" 
Moritz (992^4619) a s soon a s possible. 
. Beginners a s well as participants in .the 
current tournament welcftihe.' - . ^ 
Th 
Speaker—Professor Gioia 
WEDNESDAY 12-2 
Movie : "The Organ izer" 
Starr ing Marcel lo Mastro ianni 
THURSDAY 12-2 
Concertino ( I ta l ian Folk Music) per formed l ive. 
Speaker—Professor Moneta 
Mbvie-~ / ,The Organ izer " a:00-11:00 A Nor th—Main BuUdtocf 
F R I D A Y 12-3 
Problems of I talo-Americans 
Guest Speakers: 
\ Honorable Samuel DiFalco 
Judge of the Surrogates. Court 
r iohorable Mar io Biaggi 
Congressman of 24th CD. Bronx 
Honorable Alex DelJe Cese 
Member of the Board of Higher Educat ion 
Honorable Fi ieno De Novell is 
Member of the Board of Higher Educat ion 
Honorable Howard Mi l isan i 
| ; F i r s t V i c e President, I ta l ian Labor Council 
- * C "•} -_'•- ';•' •,_. --1 ' '_. - i 
Friday"B:00 P.M.—DANCE (L ive Band) 
TUESDAY, MARCBJL4, 1972 
A Sympos ium oil the Death Penalty -
Cruel and Unusual? 
" Gues t Speakers 
Prof. MacNainera - Criminologist Prof. Larkin - Law Dept . 
P r o f . B e r n s t e i n - P o l i . S c i . Dept . Prof. Berger - Law Dept . 
12 Noon - Thurs. Mordi 16, 1972 
Room 114-24 St. Bldg. 
AM ConBaky Invited 
Hai*aSt3D9 
£!£S^ Berrnodaf218 
coats r m «i*» » 
Las Wages *199 Miami P169 
Mortiniqush69 
Europe
 B l ~ * ~ -
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R-^OLLEGIATE HOLIDAY 
WEEK IN 212 
MUSIC WORKSHOP 
Tues. 11^2 Choral group in 
212 
Tues. 2-5 Open Jam in the 
Nor th Lounge 
T h u r s . A n y t h i n g Goes 
Lessons and J A M in 212 
12-2 
See M ike and Jesus 
INNSER SEARCH SERIES 
Fr iday Nights a t 7:00 in 
J b l i ^ w for an in terest ing 
evening as we dfccuss the 
ps ogy of Dr . X. 
• * 
* 
»-jr" ^rr 
PHOTO LAB I 
It" 
Tues. Ma rch 21 
11-2 in the M a r b l e Lounge 
Help us develop and p r i n t 
your p ic tures. 
A R T WORKSHOP 
Mon. and F r i . 11-4 in the 
marb le lounge 
Create^wfart you w i l l , m a k e 
use o f the mate r ia l s 
provided fo r yoo . Paste ls / 
charcoa l / pa in ts , e tc . 
Jose will be up with the rest 
of the mater ia l for the 
Inner Search and A r t 
Workshops/ ~;";- :: C 
TICKER 
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What's New in the Past? 
BY ROSA CERRATO 
What ' s new in the pas t as told by 
Professor Pessen is not that pas t history 
gets renewed al together but tha t it gets new 
patchwork to it. As new historians wr i te 
about the pas t they add their own in-
terpre ta t ion a n d imaginat ion to it, and each 
new fact is t ruer because it sheds m o r e light 
on the even t . 
He went on to say that history is nothing 
m o r e but a scat ter ing of half t ru ths a s told 
by the ignorant and the unknowable. Many 
times, s o m e impor tant facts-werelef t -out^s— 
during the Runningmead ceremony when 
P r e s i d e n t K e n n e d y w a s k i l l ed , the 
n e w s p a p e r s r e p o r t e d t h a t t h e f o r m e r 
widow, Jaque l ine Kennedy, sat stoically 
throughout the whole ceremony, bu t a 
television network took close-ups of he r face 
and you could see tha t often her face 
muscles twitched and tea rs were running 
down h e r eyes. Young his tor ians (not 
necessar i ly in age but in hear t ) p ro tes t the 
fact that in the pas t only the g rea t and the 
mighty-were repor ted, now they concent ra te 
on the lower level people. Also that the old 
fashioned history was ar is tocra t ic (i.e., only 
for kings and w a r s ) . 
Professor Pessen then went on to explain 
about the New History which began around 
1912 with such men as Charles Beard , F . J . 
Turner , Behenson, etc. These m e n were 
young, most ly of the leisured class r ega r -
ding history a s a m e a n s for st ruggle . 
P r o b a b l y i n f luenced by D a r w i n i s m , 
Socialism (Marxismz, and F reud ian i sm. 
They concentrated on the common people 
and on data . /They also wrote differently 
from the old historian, for example Prescot t 
wrote a charming and sweeping na r r a t i ve of 
history; Beard ' s book was an economic 
interpretation of the Constitution explaining 
how it was that it c a m e into bveing. The New 
History was to have pu rpose ; it was to ex-
plain why certain events happened and not 
just tell the s tory; to ta lk about relevant 
topics; it was to be real is t ic (it asked who 
gets what out of the p a s t ) . 
_ -Then _ Professcux-^essen—talked—about 
today's history of the 60's and 70's. He said 
that this is the second self conscious period 
of history since the New History (1912) 
b e g a n . T o d a y ' s h i s t o r i a n d o w n g r a d e s 
heroes, he might think of a m a n as ad-
mirable but jnot a s a g r e a t hero . It is a 
psyuchological and a socialogical history-
concerned with the classes and their 
mobility. It focuses on neglected groups and 
topics such as the poor (the r ich class does 
not go down in history any more ) , the 
women, the Blacks, e tc . It goes behind the 
class s truggle, and the re ' s an emergence of 
a grea t deal of radica l in the historian. 
I asked Professor Pes sen if he thought 
that man will learn from history. His answer 
was that m a n is constantly" learning from 
the past , but we also l ea rn tha t m a n does not 
learn from history. He quoted a grea t 
philosopher, Socrates , which to m e summed 
it all up. He said, "Whence come wars but 
from the s t o m a c h ? " 
DRAFT QUEST 
One migh t ask why any sane m a n would 
choose a mil i tary career . There a r e a 
hundred a n s w e r s v S o n e naval officers love 
the sea a n d find no g r e a t e r happiness than to 
s tand on the br idge of a ship. Some fliers a re 
-IGOKSC or. S-irp^anes. Sorr.e acirni^isirajivc 
officers like to shuffle papers-and a r e fit for 
noznlng e^se. Some men a re savages , ill-
suited for the res t ra in ts of civilized society, 
and ;as te joy only in the heat of bat t le . Seme 
cannot cope -.vith the uncertaint ies of 
— - * - * *C* . - * . ~ . \ ^ CA.i*—. - N-W WX- \ ~ „ - t - O U J»/*«/S
-
/— - *J-
mili tary organization boards. Some find in 
uie mil i tary a pres t ige and an equality 
denied t hem on the outside. Some-a few who 
squeak by the interviewers and qualification 
ooards-are frightened little weaklings who 
compensa te for the i r timidity by playing the 
role of pe t ty tyrant . Some like the money : 
i t ' s not b a d when ycu get a little rank and 
count in the various extra a l lotments for 
dependents and housing, and 
pension a t the end if ycu can hang 
twenty or thirty y e a r s . Some men 
leading troops. Some like to follow. 
You get what satisfaction.you can out 
soldier 's life, and you give what you hav 
give. And at the end waits a mini 
is.e 
£-ir\ o** 
:era...-:f you want one. It 's a 
e tc 
a r y 
£S .unera .s — ' t ^ i , . O -
* o *->- - • - - c-~ - - ' 
ed 
zay. 1 rerr.err.oer m y firs: . We were oury 
with rain and drifitir.g mis : . A bulldozer hac 
" * ~-C P " * :C—^»^~ - - — • o—>o ^ - - " ^ O *"V> * * / - * * — ^ • ' 
fort'-'-side by side, we had put the 
tners s 
:hree men. The chaplain stood at one enc 
the trench, reading the service for the bur 
of the dead, the wind ruffling the pages of 
prayer book. At the other end of the trer 
stood the bulldozer, its engine mutter: 
impatiently". The" chaplain" finished. 1 
bulldozer lowered its blade, lumbe: 
forward, and shoved half a ton of ear th o: 
the dead soldiers. And that was that . 
Source: Soldiering Today 
h e 
ed 
Where Have All The 
Freshmen Gone? 
••'• * 5 R ' 
"S 
by I r ene Siegel 
On Thursday , March 9, a curr icular 
guidance workshop was held at the 24th St. 
Building for the Spring '72 freshman. The 
workshop w a s sponsored by the F r e s h m a n 
Orientation p r o g r a m and the Depar tment of 
Counseling and Testing, both of the 
Depar tment of Student Personnel Services. 
Dr. J e r r y Rosenberg, Director of the 
F r e s h m a n P r o g r a m , began by explaining 
the reasons for cal l ing the workshop. He 
informed the s tudents that registrat ion 
would~be~ he ld in Apri l ; By;""~mail. Di*T 
Rosenberg felt it necessa ry to inform the 
freshmen of the courses they should regis ter 
for, according to the course of study they 
intend to follow. -Dr . J ean Buchin of the 
ourricular gu idance office and Prof. Louis 
arlin of the Educat ion Depar tment ex-
plained the 3 different degrees offered to the 
s tudents a t Baruch College. They discussed 
in ' detail t h e subjects required to obtain 
these degrees . After the discussion, the 
s tudents were broken up into small groups , 
each with a faculty member and a student 
leader so that they could ask and discuss 
questions concerning their schedules for 
next semester . 
Even though the a t tendance amounted to 
only about 35 freshman out of an incoming 
class of about 150, the students who at tended 
were ex receptive to the discussion 
and seemed very anxious to ask questions 
and discuss their individual problems with 
the advisors . 
Many thanks to the Faculty and Student 
Leade r s who gave up their t ime to help 
m a k e this a successful event. 
How House Part of 
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\<f» HPA 
Attend Our Dance 
Invites You To 
Day: Fri. Nite March 17 
Time: 8:00 P.M. 
^ X 
t. 
- ACT •*«? ^ 7 C Saryclt College !0th Floor Cafeferio 
live Music bv 
'Live Rice 11 
THE MANAGEMENT SOCIETY 
presents 
Professor Michael Freeman 
(of the Management Department) 
Who Will Discuss: 
How To Write A Resume 
Thursday, March 16, 1972 12:00-1:00 North Lounge 
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Tttt worii it 
Do you realize how serious the 
budget crisis is? If so, what can we 
do about it? 
by Steven Hiller and Sharon Broner 
Editor-in-Chief 
LINDA MA TULA 
executive Editor 
3 0 B MtUHLRAD 
Associate Editor 
DONNA SULLO 
Managing Bdlr^r 
JOHN SALA0Y©& 
/ ^ w s and Feaiwes -so^i&r 
STEVE H ILLER 
rraphy Editor 
DENISE MICHELSON 
Advertising Manager Literary Editor 
ALLYSON GOLDSTEIN MICHAEL AGRAMO? 
Circulation Manager Arts Editor 
Rhonda HewMB, So son Sdmftz, Clarice Eckstein, 
Roic Cerrato, Joan Greenfield, Jake Jutkowifz 
Jim Speros—Lower Freshman— Michael Marsillo—Upper Fresh-
Monda Sandler—Upper Junior— Accounting man—Undecided 
3usiness Ed. * Yes. The budget crisis is really Yes! If we don't find some answers 
Yes. Help by filling out the survival serious. The only thing I can soon, we will all be out in the 
kits, .suggest is that we all unite and streets, a place which we don't 
' - write to our legislators. want to be. 
I tmrm * y ttee Ticker Associ*ti#K 9? 
tard M . *»rvcli Cel l*—, The City U«ivers*ty of Mew-rerfc. 
Address »H c w n w M i c i t l w t to Ticker, Sex 9C. 137 Zest 22»d Street, 
9few Yerk, M.Y.. 1—it K e c i 3e7F Sredeaf Ceafer, TefeptMnes «7T-
773* er O n i i u 3-77M Ext. 247. 
Ticker- e r Uehrerslty. 
ARE WE DOOMED? I 
A p a t h y — t o n s and tons of a p a t h y ; w e ' r e knee deep :r. a p a t h y 
and the level is quickly rising. We':: soor. be smothered ir. it and Mitch Munirer Upper F-PK~- finance 
t hen i t w i i i be too i a t e . Classes w i l l be so p a c k e d , w e w i l l be 
l ook ing f o r w a r d f c t he s u b w a y r i d e h o m e f o r r o o m t o breathe. 
Col lege w i l l t a k e f i v e yea rs n o r m a l l y , and s o m e of us w i l l take a 
Aldrich Carnegie—Lower Senior— 
man—Law 
Yes. If the cut does 
resn-
*oug: 
Aian Weisinger—Upper Senior— 
Yes. Z definitely realize the Public Administration 
problem, because I'll be Yes, I am aware of the budget 
:ost \j~ _ - e s . 
s i x - y e a r p l a n [:t t h e A r m y w i l l l e t J S s t a y that long 1. There w i l l be ^f^"- ucents wt_ enc 
-ears in 
graduating 
ess p r o f e s s o r s a r c a c r a c j a T e s r j c e n r s wr .c rn:n.< T.nev .<r.cw 
etters, no^c crisis oecause we were imormec 
the public about it in class. I feel that we 
he seriousness of the should write letters to cur state 
menstrations. inforr 
, o - f r a 
• - • • b w x o c . o r e . e r "".as 
" ^ / - - " ^ ' ^ - " — V — — - - — -"-
•": vocevr.er ~:z ~ e e v vn-a 
:cec b e f o r e us . —etters 
^w, . s . c . . »-. i . . . _ ^ . c . S w _•.= 
:e c e a s e s com.m." jn i t v seems u r s n l s "c ™o c — 03———«;r-: 
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WAKE UP 
s " 2 " " c o ' n c t he "ob fhev orom.Tsec" c ~~ '•"*• 
,v/.~:c." c r i s i s , - o r e x a m p l e , m e C J N Y "b - j f t ens " 
m a n y s r j c e n r s have beer, ask ing - o r l h a v e no t 
"* . ' . " * ' . " ' — ••*
e
 ~ ^ N Y . - o a r j c . 3 ' j r v : v = . <:rs nav 
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V 
s c r. oc. a n c m a r rr .ey r e a l l y dc : a - s s b c u t t h e i r 
s t uden t s . 
A d d i t i o n a l l y , the v a r i o u s c lsss p-esTcenvs n a v e r.zt 
m e m b e r s of t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e classes f o r a l o n g t i m e . " * " 
^ '-
n t h
^ _
f a c e o f f
*e c u r r e n t b u d g e t c r i s i s , a c t i o n by t he 
Counc i l is m o r e i m p o r t a n t n o w t h a n if eve." has beer 
We are a l l a n x i o u s l y w a i t i n g f o r R o b e r t o x o c r i g ' J e z 
n e x t m e e t i n g ar.d w e a re w a i t i n g fc see w h a t w i l l r e s u l t 
g e t - t o g e t h e r . 
z:z.er. 
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Due to the absence of Bob Barret t , LETTERS TC 
T H E EDITOR w i l l not appear in this week's issue 
since many of them require « reply f r om the editor. 
They wil l be published ne^Tweek as J S J S ' . i OKTS g » a a c » . icrrmarrm % n w c • L ^ T ^ . ^ - ^ ^ , ^ , ^ , ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ . 
TUESDAY, MARCH 14', 1972 
A -^rJ 
£ i ^ ^ 5id 
by J i m DcfMiis 
The Revolution's about to start! Let's go 
man, it's about to start! ^ "Yeah baby, be 
right with you, soon as I make this 3 no 
trump." But dig, my man, that card game 
-can wait. This is it baby. This is the day, that 
time, our time. Hell, brother, it's Nation 
Time! "Three no trump on time'. Now we're 
1 on board and you're still in the hole." 
Good brother-man, you told us you would 
lead us when the time came. The time is 
here and the action's out there. All the fire 
bombs have been loaded into the wagon, and 
the -Chie/-Igniter-is~standmg-byr <cYou can^t 
amke no 4 on me. You bid like a fool. Tell the 
Chief Igniter to 'lay dead', I'll be right out 
there." We got all the bricks put up on the 
roof and the machine gun is set up in front of 
the pork store. One thing, though, we need 
more garbage can tops for shields. "What 1 
tell you chum,? You're set. Now you 5 in the 
hole." Hey, listen to that gun fire! The shit 
has hit the ever-loving fan! "Gimme dem 
cards, it's by deal." 
It's my hang-up, but, I'd like to take every 
damn deck of cards and throw them in the 
river. At least, I'd like to keep them, out of 
the hands of Black folks. Far too much time 
is wasted by us on these little multi-colored 
paper squares of 'social relaxation'. A fist 
full of cards every free moment is an act of 
aiding and abetting those who would 
welcome the Plantation-South philosophy of 
"Keep them dumb." 
Children of Mother Africa, Lift Every 
Voice And Sing, then, cast down that deck of 
psychological entrapment...that instrument 
of incalcuable time lost...that mir.i-mir.d 
pacifier. Lorraine Hansbery wrote it, Nina 
Simon cooed it and now Aretha is bellowing 
it, "You're young, gifted and Black, and 
that's where it's at." Further on the sweet 
"You *s :s :e cuest sister Aretha says, 
that's just begun." 
You're the descendents of Princes, Chiefs, 
Noblemen and Kings as well as slaves, not 
riverboat gamblers or casiono card sharks, 
"Nough said? I pass!! 
If you're Black and corr.e from the South. 
Sundays wiK -always mean, something 
soecial :o vou. No matter new adverse :he 
by an off-balanced thud against the front 
door. Dick Tracy, Mandrake, The Phantom 
and Prince Valiant were my first order of 
business _on Sunday morning. This was 
followed by my grandmother's invitation to 
"gather 'round the table." 
"Let's kneel in prayer," Grandma Anna 
would say, as the last piping hot dish was put 
on the table. These were usually marathon 
prayer sessions as grandma asked blessings 
for all of us and the neighbors up and down 
the blocks. I would sneak peeps at the food to 
-see if' steam- was^stilr'Tising-from if:~If-~-" 
caught, grandma would accuse me of caring 
more for my stomach than for Jesus. It 
wasn't that thought, I just didn't like cold 
hot buttered rolls. 
Sunday school followed breakfast, which 
had finally followed prayer. The little card 
with the lesson for that Sunday was 
presented to my mother when she, grandma 
and daddy arrived for 11 o'clock service. I 
never really understood what the preacher 
was squawking about, but it must have been 
good stuff. Some of the people would clap, 
others would yell and jump up and down 
(shout). On occasion, one or two would 'pass 
out' from The Spirit. It never happen at 
Christmas or Saster though. I guess the 
clothes were too new and pretty to waddle on 
the floor in them.. The thought of a big 
cleaning bill was stronger than any Spirit. 
At 6 pm every Sunday we had Baptist 
Young People Union (BYPU). The purpose 
of this organization escapes me until today. 
Mrs. Armstead. the iadv who overseered it. 
<'as r.arc o: r.eann: sr.e was rust o-ain 
cea:. ^nererore, we usee tms oppor 
explore the many rooms under the main 
floor of the church. Sometimes some of the 
more spirited girls would accompany us. 
This meant excitment galore: stolen kisses, 
pinched tits, goosings, and retaliations of 
hard raps in the groin. Old lady Armstead 
never heard a thing. For her it was BYPU as 
usua.. ~^ 
Morning prayer. Sunday School. Church 
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Sundry Items 
Personalities Dept: What you have all 
been waiting for will now appear before 
your very eyes. Yes, an explanation of that 
phenomenonai student leader. Mona San-
dler. First, for the 90 per cent of you poor 
Baruchians who somehow avoid the lounges 
of the student center I offer a description. 
Mona has long (reasonably) black hair, and 
interesting canine structure, a cute smile 
and pretty eyes. She stands (sometimes) 
about five feet four inches (on a good day) 
and is particularly noticeable by the crowd 
of nubile,^_well-dressed (mostly well-
dressed) young^Tiales gathered about her in 
positions of supplication and worship. In 
Arab Socialists) and the blood sure flowed in 
this one. If you think Vietnam was good then 
the Sudan will really knock you over. Arab 
infantry machine gunning and burning 
villages, Russian pilots bombing African 
villages, Israeli agents and foreign mer-
cenaries supporting the blacks. Wow! But it 
ended (too bad) mainly because the 
Ethiopians brought the two sides together. 
And why were the Ethiopians so 
cooperative? Well,'since 1960 or so the 
Christian Ethiopians have beer, busily 
butchering Eritrean Moslems who had beer-
supported by Lybia and,the Ludah ( as well 
as the Communist-controlled Republic of 
a column by Andrew Franklin 
fact, the scene reminds one of the court of 
Cleopatra or, more up to date, the local 
MacDonald's when the Ratpack sweeps in 
on their choppers with their chick. In con-
trast to her admirers, Mona is often simply 
attired in the latest of the neo-work outfits: 
jeans, boots and maybe even a tasteful 
sweater of workshirt. Mona is particularly 
active in school affairs being the president 
of the Junior class. Not content with just this 
role Mona has also been involved in the 
founding .of the Treat Club and, in some 
undefined way, participates in the' Con-
temporary Music Club. As near as I can tell 
Mona is a young lady of high virtue (much to 
the chagrin and disappointment of this 
writer) who is adamantly against the ex-
cessive consumption of alcohol. In fact. 
there are rumors that she was at one time -
considering the establishment of a chapter 
of the Women's Christian Temperenee 
Union here at Baruch and was only deterred 
when she saw the irreversible state of the 
quasi-beat derelicts. Needless to say, Mona 
Sandler is definitely an asset to Baruch one 
that should be packaged and handled (hm) 
bv evervone. 
^ O ". ^> " "". '. ^ 
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throw some education your way. There are 
South Yemen). However, a short time ago 
the military ruler of the Sudan promised to 
cut off aid for the Eritreans so that little war 
is also going to end (damn it) with the 
Ethiopians 'coming out on top. Amazing, 
isn't it. Which just goes to show that even 
third-worid countries can play dirty politics 
just as amorally as those filthy white 
fascists in Washington, London and Paris. I 
guess morality is just skin dee^. 
Spring Follies: Remember the first 
election this term? The one that was in-
validated for ail kinds of irregualrities and, 
maybe, because not enough students voted? 
And then, remember the second elections? 
You probably don't as it seems.that less than 
20 per cent of the student body was cajoled 
into voting even though the tables were up 
for three days. Nevertheless, it might be 
nice to find out who won even though it 
counts for less than nought. 
It is obvious-to me that democracy does 
not work, not evervin.3aruch. Therefore, I 
propose the following-alternatives: 
1. The Committee to Forment Democracy 
be allowed to run an election during the 
upcoming Binge Week with every voter 
Ripple. 
2. A junta composed of representatives zz 
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prim.ary. c:cn t. There has ever. b< 
-discussion of the influence of the lowering 
the voting age to 13. or. th j . . a . - « c „ _ 
£.sc tne pres:cent:a- e.ection. 
Z?r.a ouestion that is going 
mine. :s. ooes tr.is 
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;o change the svstem 
oeoole for their labors? Tha _te 'rt'ou.c no . 
permit one man. h.<e David Rockefeller, to 
make 1 million dollars a week, while a 
jaintor has to slave all week and still only 
oom.es home with S7C. Does anyone thin.< 
that David Rockefeller works 14,285 times 
harder than that jainitor? Weil he is making 
14,285 tim.es as much money for his week cf 
work than the jainitor. He (D.R.l -makes 
most of his money by expliting others, while 
the jainitor doesn't. 
When a candidate comes along and says 
he'll stop this, then I'll listen to her (him). 
The following is so that you can realize 
what republicans and democrats are really 
made of. 
Picture a dinner table all arranged for a 
big banquet. Many people are seated around 
the table, some are democrats some 
republicans. They all have a great feast, 
stu:::r.g t.iemse.ves unt:. ;ne tannot sat 
re. -tie democrats anc reoublicans 
• 0 0 - >~ a O V ^»^ ; — — /-N - O C T " Q ~ - ">- -cn»„ *"r ^ . d . 
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e won t want to reoe. against 
mat's giving him all this. This ide^ 
„:s~ « v - . c - - . . ;= . 
T.ta; tne "orzvi-e^ec cass . tne b is 
; - — a c c o c 
oer.e:.- scmewna. or _.e;- -.f— -var.. .0 
enough money to live, even have seme 
luxuries, in order to keep everyone pacified. 
Could i: be this is hew welfare, social 
security, medicaid and even the large 
m.cc_e 2-cSS Cc s <=.oo—-. <^^s_ cs <=. ...s<s.ns 
to keep people quiet, by allowing them to 
exist with some comforts. 
Well want more cnange this 
come about. Give me a candidate who won't 
permit another My Lai. Who won't exploit 
other countries for the U.S. good. Who will 
equalize the income for all, or at least bring 
it a lot closer together. Someone who won't 
permit people to live in filth, in rundown 
houses. Who won't permit children to live in 
areas where rats can bite them. Who won't 
permit.-racism to be part of a system. Who 
'"won't hinder research because a disease 
only affects Black people. Give me such a 
oerson and I'll gladly vote for him. 
IS O - -
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off, the civil war involved Aran northerners 
suppressing black Africans lif you can't find 
3^'vvs to JCI . o.acx v^hristians are y—st as 
good: I'm not anti-Arab. I just don't like 
The Freahx Philc 
oe seen, .-..as _ sa:c. __ _» c . . i ! ^ 
moon rising." A new moor., a new step, a 
new life, rising, rising, rising. Come with 
me! Together, we'll be full. 
The Lesson Of Freedom.— Freedom, from 
pain. Pain caused by indecision. Indecision 
on a matter which didn't need a decision. In 
.tr- — rt c.s ;:o_ir 5urr-msr 
jar t.ts other man s reaction C - - - . >• w > _ 
' " . / 3 ~ O " Q «:.. progress ir-warcuy 
how far man can go. Ion a ntetaphysical 
plane! Man's consciousness holds an infinite 
source of energy. If you let the slightest 
thing hold you back from, being yourself then 
you might as well cut off every source. Gc 
ahead. Iim.it yourself. You can't speak up, 
you can't act the way you want. How will 
your friends react? Yea, baby, you might 
lose them, but they're too blind to see. One of 
these days they're going to need you. You're 
going to be their cane, their seeing-eye dog. 
They may laugh at you now but later...-
they'li join you. 
Dedication:S: To Richie... 
"Nothing in the world is single, 
All things by a law divine 
In one spirit meet and mingle.'' 
x ±* *^auid... 
"All evil vanishes from life for him who 
keeps the sunin his heart." 
zresen: s::u£;:or:. 
.-.c':u£.L"\ :ha bes; sz^ylzz: 2zr iris a: 
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iO-t-cat-Oh _ro£ra— _or 
co.-ege-out-c:ng on a c.ass .eve., estao.ish 
generally, work to win the hearts and minds 
of Baruch students. 
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SKAHW! 
Chairman Mao Comes to Baruch 
a column by the author . 
Why Is There Silence After 
the Apples Turn Brown ? 
This is Chet Chuntiey reporting on 
Chairman Mao Tse Tuhg^s journey to the 
UnitedStaies. The Chairman'sfirst stop was 
to have been at one of this country's fine 
institutes of higher education, but that was 
cancelled and instead he has gone to Baruch 
College in New York, We have our man on 
the scene. Take it away, Wally. 
"Thank you, Chet In reporting from the 
Student Center where President Wingfield, 
the telephones. It seems the bookstore does 
not exchange yen for US currency.'' 
't^bat's on the agenda for Chairman Mao 
for the rest of the day, Wally?" ..,"• 
"Well, Chet, the Chairman is scheduled to 
be the guest of honour at a boosters banquet 
later in the afternoon. The menu will consist 
of Oreos and Sugar Wagers with fortunes 
inside, with a side dish of pretzels. These 
_American delicacies will be served with 
RonBruce, Morty Mintz and Chairman Ma©-" grape punch, vintage 1972, a fine year for 
have been meeting for over two hours in the 
~TJbTffi"t3ung6: A"ltateftie1fftr fiSX "jOSt"T5G&BT 
issued: 
I am awed and interested by these 
alien surroundings and the students 
who inhabit them. 
"And that was the Chairman's first im-
pression of the Student Center, Wsily?" 
"No, Chet, that statement was from 
President Wingfield." 
"Wally, have the meetings been going 
smoothly?" 
"Well; Chet, there was some difficulty in the 
beginning. It seems some students were 
playing cards in the North Lounge and 
refused to leave when they were informed 
that the meeting was to be held there. 
During the arguement that ensued the in-
terpreter w a s unable to translate some of 
the adjectives used to describe the ad-
ministrators. It seems there is no Chinese 
translation for the word "mo'trucker." 
"Wally, what has been the treatment of the 
Shinese reporters?" 
"The reporters have had full use of the 
Center's faculties, including the legendary 
Ticker office which boasts the only working 
typewriter in the Center. The only difficulty 
wa^when the reporters needed change for signing out. 
punch. The Chairman is then going to give a 
"toasTWIf ie IJarucET Admmisfiratidh. This -
toast will be: 
Sansui, shitu ca kin geri 
di chi ta shoto kan akido ; 
I don't know the translation of the toast, but 
when I said it to^ome the Chinese reporters, 
they either appeared very shocked or tried 
to attack me. 
"After the banquet, the meetings will then 
move into Room 212, where the music 
workshop will play the first two notes of the 
Chinese National Anthem and hum the 
rest." 
"Anything else, Wally?" 
"Just one little story, Chet. It s eems the 
words yelled at the Chairman when he and 
our officials, anxious to meet, tried to end 
the card game being held in the North 
Lounge (also known as the Forbidden City). 
made quite an impression on Mao. 
"From high Chinese sources I have received 
the next entry to be entered into The 
Thoughts of Chairman Mao. The thought 
reads as follows: 
one should be wary of 
capitalist imperalists. 
- by the WBMB Staff 
Silence is a wonderful thing, especially, 
when that silence can b e heard throughout 
the whole of.your INNER SOUL and INNER 
CONSCIOUSNESS-
But the apples still turn brown, because 
the silence cannot be kept long- and it cannot 
be kept in the school. One thing that breaks 
that dreadful s i lence is WBMB- believe it or 
not! 
This term WBMB is supplying you varied 
and entertaining shows (in , the marbl6^ 
lounge? for you and' "your silences. Let" me 
tell you about, these special programs- see if 
you can fee} anything for them (if not at 
least a s a preventative measure against 
your browning apples) . 
Bel;ow are the names of WBMB's an-
nouncers and what shows they represent: 
JIMMY GLASSER: HIGH ALTITUDES 
SAM POLLARD: Black Contemporary 
Music-Functional 
BRYAN THOMPSON: 'Scorpio'-the best 
in all types of Black Music 
HARRY ELY: 4Hesh Live'-interviews, 
rock and jazz with different club interviews 
in the school doris dabish; 'miria': Poetry 
Readings - put- to music - interrelated 
philosophies 
^ & R A H BAILEY: 'Music of the Past' -
anything that relates to music developed in 
the past - in any country - city or state -
world or Universe 
izzy cintrbn; 'The Best in Latin Music' 
JONAS TAUB: For those interested in 
lighter more folk oriented music 
GARY FRANK and - -: 
S T E V E S H A N E : 'Unrehearsed P e r -
fection in Rock Music' 
GORDON FARRIOR: Jazz 
TJOKRIS~ WILDER: "*Just" Jazz*" " *" 
LORRAINE BERSIN: 'Women's hour' 
STEVE KOHN and 
JAN YABLOW: Rock and Rollin' 
RICHARD AORGANISCIAK -the best in 
everything 
GEORGE HEARDT: 'Hurdy Gurdy': If 
you want to listen to pure Blues (Boogies) 
with the 'Hurdy XJurdy' 
ALAN RUSSO: 
RICHARD AUSTIN: Our very own Globe 
Security Guard doing his own thing 
WBMB is a means of expression and a 
medium for creativity in and around the 
Baruch Community. 
Sincerely, 
WBMB-Baruch College 
They are mostly mo'truckers. 
"This is Wally Concrete for BMB News 
A Time to Act 
TRANCE 
IS 
New Group 
New Sound 
New Time 
New Experiment 
irTST-
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LABOl^rwfflDe J 
Lounge next Tuesday, MarcJ*2&j between I£ 
and 2. in an attempt to save? the lounge from 
Cardosis-. Cardosis is a disease that eats 
away at "the victim's mind, causing him to develop some film-even if you're the type 
merely piay cards until the day he dies, who doesn't know which end of the camera 
Recently it has been shown that the malady the film goes in: You say you have a roll of 
black and white film hanging around at 
home? Bring it in Tuesday and LAB ONE 
will show you how easy it is to process itT 
Find out how to make an 8 by 10 print (for 
which the camera store charges $1.50) for 
Hear and see a concert of 
young, original musicians led by 
a Baruch Student, Kevin Nance: 
organ, bass, arums, 
mate m female vocals 
Friday, March 17 
12-1P.M.& 
lil$-3P.M. 
• Oak Lounge 
is a contagious one, having spread from the 
cafeteria and crippling the student center 
lounges. LAB ONE can cure Cardosis! 
LAB ONE will destroy the common belief 
that photography is a difficult thing per-
MUch "Greenstein 
It's really an unfortunate s i tuat ionwben 
the students who are supposedly the Ijearars 
of this school sit back and watch what's 
going down in the CUNYY Crisis. Is it 
ignorance or are they just fools? „ 
The Budget Crisis Mohiliaaitfcm Conx-
M»H- jae^Jdernonirfrated^ia^^ttittee has bimn wur hing^lj te :gr*ble i i i fer 
^ r e a l l y i s * In the fully the last month or so. What fe hell can you 
accomplish when you can't even get the 
"olunteers tc get materials into the mail for 
the knowledge of the Baruch student. 
What has happened to the once powerful 
"frat men?" Certainly they're not too busy 
bullshitting in the cafeteria. And what about 
the other organizations on our_ campus? 
What has happened to N e w m a n , 
Koromantee, Hillel and P.R.I.D.E.? These 
people sure as hell know the kind of squeeze 
this school is in. Go into any of their offices 
lit Marble Lounge, LAB ONE will show you 
how by actaally developing rolls of film. If 
you have 15 mimites^next Tuesday, you can 
formed by weirdos who get their kicks from only 9 cents! Check out LAB ONE and see ^ a
 y o u >u be hit b y l h e overcrowding, 
spending long hours in a hot, complicated what develops. . . . 
COLLEGE STUDIES IN ISRAEL 
STUDY HEBREW EDUCATION 
The noted Hayim Green berg institute 
in Jerusalem o*fers scholarships 
providing for full tuition and main-
tenance for a year's study in Israel for 
meri and women, from 18 to 25, in-
terested in Jewish educational work or 
in advancing their-Judaic knowledge. 
Must possess acceptable Hebrew 
language background. Dietary Laws 
observed. 
EARN COLLEGE C R E D I T S 
Earn from six to nine college credits 
while taking a summer of study at a 
college in Israel. Six programs in Israel 
offer the opportunity of learning 
Hebrew while taking your regular 
academic program in addition to 
special Israeli studies. Time provided 
for touring Israel and meeting leading 
Israeli personalities, inclusive fees 
Why— why in heaven's name— do these 
people^tay a w a y ^from this Titofigartioirthey 
have to help save this college community? 
Are they waiting until they get restricted to 
12 credits per term for the $125 they'll be 
paying in fees? Then it will surely be too 
late! 
. * • / 
- - * • 
range from S99S to $1155. 
For Application Forms, Cairor Write 
D E P A R T M E N T O F EDUCATION / 
CULTU R E _ 
515 Park Avenue, New York,~N.Y. 10022 
T E L : 212— PL S-0600 
SURE THERE'S A LOT OF WORK TO 
BE DONE, BUT IF YOU DON'T WORK 
NOW TO STOP THIS CRISIS. YOU'LL 
SOON BE WORKING TO SAVE THE 
$400.00 E V E R Y TERM TO P A Y 
TUITION. IT'S all a matter of priorities. 
work to stop it or work to pay it. 
Bob Barrett, 
We S^'iMd^:-yQU:a 
retzovery* 
Your Wonderful TICKER Staff 
COUNSELORS 
over 18 
For cUdren's camp in fbo 
Poconos Knowledge of 
Hebrew essential Good salary 
- Phono 265-7240 
^ 
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THE PRESIDENT'S TRIP: TO CHINA by 
members of the American Press Corps. 
—Bantam Books, New York. 160 pp. $1.50. 
It took three days to complete The 
President's Trip to China but in general it 
does not appear as such. It is a well-written, 
well-illustrated report on Nixon's historic 
excursion. -
According to Bantam's press release, a 
team of Bantam editors and production 
people were a t the airport when Nixon and 
the press returned from China. The result is 
this "instant book/' 
Eleven newspapermen, including Bob 
Considine of King Features Syndicate, Stan 
Carter of the New York Daily News, and 
Robert Keatley of the Wall Street Journal, 
contributed to the text of the book. All but 
two of the photos were shot by Ollie Atkins, 
Nixon's personal photographer, and Byron 
Shumaker, White House photographer. 
The text highlights Nixon's journey from 
beginning to end. It is clearly in favor of-the 
trip and implies that whatever the President 
did was the correct .thing. The pictures give 
the reader at least an idea of what China 
looks like. I was especially impressed by the 
photo of the Great Wall. Also included are 
the texts of official statements and a section 
on the writers and photographers. 
The President's Trip to China is worth-
while reading for any Nixon admirer, 
political science student, or follower of 
current affairs. Those that do not like to see 
Nixon's image built up any more than it is, 
should stay away fromthis "instant ix>ok." 
|oy Steven Kohnl 
The JoHm Ballet Compaq Continues a! the City Center 
Many additional works have been per-
_formed1_by the Joffrey since last week's 
~ column ancTtbey have been received with 
the same enthusiasm as an opening night.. 
Caught recently were Michel Fokine's 
' rendition of Igor Stravinsky and Alexandre 
Benois' "Petrouchka", Gerald Arpino's 
"Confetti" and John Cranko's "Pineapple 
Poll." . . - . . 
Although "Petrouchka*' is a dissappoint 
ment to me, it is by no means the Joffrey's 
fault. Undoubtedly the ballet has been 
developed and has matured with age and 
practice. The performance brought back 
thoughts of Diaghelev and Cocteau and 
Stravinsky and their circle of friends, but 
"Petrouchka" represents a type of ballet 
that contains a maximum amount of story 
and a minimum of dancing. Stravinsky's 
music is beautiful as are Edward Bur-
bidge's scenery 
costumes^ (both 
and Jane Greenwoods 
after the_ originals Jby_ 
Alexandre Benois). Perhaps the most im-
pressive performance was turned in by 
Chistian Holder as the Blackamoor. While 
.not to my particular taste, "Petrouchka" is 
lovely to look at and seems like a Chagall 
painting come to life. 
Almost a t the other e x r r e m e is 
"Pineapple PoD" which is freely adapted 
from a story by Ws. gilbert and with music 
by Arthur Sujjivan. The ballet has a story 
that is easy to follow and a maximum 
amount of dancing and at the performance 
caught both were a delight to see. Dermot 
Burke a s the Captain of the H.M.S. Hot 
Cross Bun has the role down pat and his 
pe r fo rmance was excellent . "Rebecca 
Wright as Pineapple Poll, a Bum boat 
Woman is graceful and winning. Gary 
Chryst, whom I l a s t saw in "Trinity" is a s 
_:dynamic_as_ ever. His performance never-
falters in the pursuit of -perfection. This 
performance of "Pineapple Pol l" can be 
chalked up as a total success. 
Gerald Arpino^s- "Confetti" is a lovely 
-work of sheer fluff. There is nothing heavy 
in this ballet for three couples, but then 
again the Joffrey knows how to keep its 
audiences enteained. The geometries, group 
scenes and pas de deuxs ae consistently 
lovely.-The work is short as the music is the 
overture to Rossini's "Semiramide", but 
what stimulating music! 
All in all the Joffrey BalletX^ompany has-
done it again. I strongly urge that you get to 
see them at least once during their six eeek 
engagement in New York because The City 
Center Joffrey Ballet is one of those ' things' 
that make living "in Fun City worth while. 
Mg 0tt Tip Stage Rating scale: — Poor l;2;3;.4;5 Excellent 
Hefer Play 
Debuts 
Little Doiuiie Dark is 
Alive and Well OQ 11th 
H 
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The French Club 
Presents The 
New Wove film 
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6i BREATHLESS 99 
Directed by Jean - Luc Godord 
Stoning 
Jean-Paul Bebnondo £ 
Jeant$ebera 
Thursday, 
March 16th at 
12 Noon 
in Room 1303 
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H 
H 
Rated 
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,by Rhonda Grrenst^in 
Rating: 5 
.. To Live Another Summer, To Pass 
Another Winter, an extraordinary play 
written by Hayim Hefer, brilliantly tran-
slates the story of Isreal into music and 
successfully feeds it to the helplessly cap-
tured emotion of the audience. The Lunt-
Fontainne Theatre surely has a hit on its 
hands. 
The play is a two act musical which tells 
how and why Isreal came into existence. 
Equally important, it alerts the audience as 
to how Isreal has struggled to remain a tiny, 
yet tenaciously united, haven for people of 
all faiths. 
Clad in dungarees and sneakers, the 
company, which comes entirely from Isreal, 
exhibits a miraculous amount of talent and 
yet a greater amount of non-ceasing 
exuberance. 
Aric Lavie, an extraordinary brilliant 
Isreali, is perhaps one of the few people who 
can perform "The Boy With They Fiddle" 
with the passion in which it was written. It 
tells of a young Jewish child, an innocent 
victim of the unforgetably inhumane war, 
who was forced to play a famous Hebrew 
song "Bei Mir Bist Du Schon" (which means 
that you're grand) while the Jewish mar-
ched from the concentration camps to i±te 
gas chambers. This disgustingly sarcastic 
technique, combined with Lavie's amazing 
passion, left the audience with no less than 
tear in their eye and, in most cases, ripped 
open a thinly-stitched wound in their hearts. 
Rivka Raz, sometimes referred to as the 
"Fair Lady" of Isreal, is astonishingly 
brilliant throughout the entir^ production, 
as were Yona Atari, Hanan Goldblatt and 
"David Devon, the other lead performers. 
Goldblatt, a promising young performer, 
along with Atari and Devon, succeeds in 
displaying the light sarcasism of "Sorry We 
Won," a melody which states the past 
sentiment of the world toward the Jew and, 
unfortunately, what a part of the world still 
deems true—that a Jew is inferior. It sar-
castically continues with: "We know a Jew 
has its place" so "please, world, forgive u s " 
for winning the war and establishing our-
'* selves as a superior race . 
J e t t o n Karmon , d i rec tor and 
v 1 by Micnael Agranoff Rating: 5 
Butterflies are~Free, written by Leonard" and what h e Is. He upon Jills entrance back 
Gershe, has been playing on Broadway for—in-his apartment to say good-bye, gives it to 
the last 3 years . It is currently playing at the her good attempting to win her back. His 
Booth Theatre. The play is concerned with talk to her changes Jill 's mind and she 
the involvement of blind man of 23, his returns to Don. 
neighbor and his mother. 
Don Baker (Dirk Benedict) is blind and 23 
years old. He has just moved out from his 
mother's house in Scaresdale, Westchester, 
into an apartment in the Village. His mother 
gave him a period of one month to see if he 
can ajust to the life of being alone and able 
to take care of himself. She constantly calls 
himJon the phone to see if he is alright. Don 
finds that he has a neighbor who is attracted 
to him. Jill Tanner (4-amela Bellwood, his 
neighbor is very peculiar for that very day 
that they meet wants to go to bed with Don 
and she gets her wish. When they first meet 
Jill can' t get over the fact that Don is blind 
because he plays the guitar and he knows 
the way around his apartment so weell. He 
says that he is this way because he doesn't 
want any self pity. Mrs. Baker (Gloria 
Swanson) interrupts her son and Jill just 
• after their love match and discovers them in 
the state of being semi-nude. She starts her 
usual garbage about her poor baby. Don 
goes out^to^get some food for supper and 
MrsVBaker and Jill have a discussion about 
Jill getting/too involved with Don. Mrs. 
Bakej^winsthe argument and Jill retreats to 
apartment . Don comes back to await 
Jill 's return from an interview for a part in a 
play. Jill finally returns several hours late, 
with another man, Ralph (Michael Shan-
non) and he finds that Jill is some way 
different because she is cold to him. She 
says that she is going to .move in with Ralph. 
Jill goes in her apartment to pack her tffihgs 
and Ralph goes to wait for her in the car . 
Don then has it our with his mother and she 
The acting is excellent and it is lead by 
both Dirk Benedic t ' s and P a m e l a 
Bellwood's. They both play their par ts a s 
you can imagine it might happen in real life. 
They are just life-like in their acting. Gloria 
Swanson plays her part just a s well for her 
yelling is just'like mother used to make. 
Butterflies are Free should continue for as 
long as they can be free. For the acting and 
story are once seen are imaginable in one's 
heart. 
The following is from a general press 
conference with Gloria Swanson held after 
the performance of Butterflies a re Free . 
First it was learned that Student I.D. 
Cards a re accepted here for student 
discounts. 
Miss Swanson stated that "When we get 
older we'll look at you and realize that we'll 
be leaving you a messy world. Hoping that 
you will clean it up ." On response to a 
question able her opinion on nostalgia, she 
replied that we have gone as far as we can 
anfhpeople want to dream that is why they 
go back to the past habits. She gave one 
comment on suicidal tendencies and that 
was we shouldn't do it because we never 
know what is around the corner. This 
comment is one thing she said that night 
that this writer agreed with. To her the body 
is the most important thing there is. "The 
body is the most fantastic thing in the world. 
No doctor got to adulthood by giving you a 
pill." You figure one out. 
From what I could figure out about Miss 
Swanson from the press/conference is that 
wins. Even though she won it turns out in s n e is a health nut that^knows what 's going 
Don's favor because he finally realizes who o n today. 
• • • " ' ' • • * ' • • • " ' • ' • ' i • • • i n t ^ — — ^ — — • • - -
choreographer, does an excellent job by his 
use of light, brisk dance. When combined 
with the brilliantly exuberant music of Dov 
Seltzer, as arranged and conducted by 
David Krivoshei, the result is that of 
amazing impact in portraying the life of the 
people of Isreal. 
It was evident by the energetic par-
ticipation in the finale that the diversely-
raced, diversely-aged audience actually 
felt, perhaps for the first time, what it w a ^ 
like being a member of a minority group and 
having to fight with all your soul for sur-
vival. 
"To Live Another Summer, To Pass 
Another Winter" is "the story of the 
generation that grows up with a gun in its 
hand, but learns to love and sing and en-
tertain." See it. You might even 4eam 
something. 
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Manning Ahead for Backpacking £ £ 2 2 
Camping season is here for those summer 
campers, it is now the time to buy all the 
things you will need to live with nature. 
What do you need? Read a good book: 
Fieldbook, by the Boy Scouts, The Complete 
Walker, by Colin Fletcher, and America's 
Camping Book, by Paul Cardweli Jr..'If "you 
haven't the time then I will try and relate 
some of. the things I have discovered. 
I recommend that one buys rather than 
makes his own equipment. Most camping 
stores have free catalogs, compare them. 
You will also see what campers use-and 
what is important. 
You need exactly what you need 
anywhere: FOOD, SHELTER, A KIT-
CHEN, CLOTHING, and LUCK. Luck is 
helped by buying the proper equipment and 
knowing where you are about to set your foot 
down. Maps are helpful, but not always 
remembered. Luck is PLANNING. 
FOOD. The first rule is l% lbs of freeze 
dried (diarrhea producing) food.-One should 
be prepared for the consequence of eating 
this crap . You will need plenty of water. 
Most people use Halzonin Tablets to purify 
area water, boil it anyway and take out the 
bugs (Bugs are actually a good sign, the 
water is not poison). You get this food at 
Camp and Trails, Morsan's, and especially 
at Greenmans in New York City. Or in 
supermarkets if you know what to look for. 
Forget about milk (it isn't that healthy 
anyway) get the package junk and you may 
never drink again. P.S. Eggs a re worse. 
Note of comment—never listen to the 
salesman, he is always an expert and has 
never seen a tree. In conclusion, Mountain 
House (Beef, rice & onion) is the best, but 
salty. Tea Kettle's Beef Almondine, next, 
and Croyden House's Chow Mein dinner 
(from Pathmark) last. I only take these, if I 
go for more than 3 days I repeat. That was 
supper. Breakfast Hot Swiss Coco and 
Vitamin C and D in instant form is great. 
Lunch, raisins, chocolate bars, cheese (hard 
pure cheese wrapped in one serving..size, 
I ~i 
cheese cloth dipped into hot parafin. This 
will last 2 months). Supplement these meals 
with Pemmilican (a 420 calorie must), 
Bullion soup, and lemon extracts. P.S. all 
kosher. 
Now you have eaten, I think you sleep. For 
an easy trip any sleeping bag will do, but for 
backpacking only "down" will do. I don't 
have one as yet, but this year I give up that 7 
lbs. dacrqn_$10 crap for a $50,.21 lbs fill, 3i4> 
lbs. bag of goose down nylon (nip stop). 
When you buy remember "loft" i s 'more 
important than the amount of Down. Loving 
my back I carry a 2>/z lbs air mattress (also 
can be used as a chair) . I also carry a Space 
blanket, it reflects 80 per cent of the bodies 
heat back and keeps the cold from the 
ground off you. (2 oz. only). It kept me warm 
in the Catskill, snow filled, mountains at 5 
degrees above. 
Over the bag I carry what most good 
backpackers do not, a tent. I own the best 
type—a nylon Mountain $24 Z-h lbs. with 
poles and stakes (the U type) this plus an 8 
by 10 poly sheet $1.98 for rain is better than a 
rip stop costing over $100 and only useful for 
the artic winter. It doesn't breathe and your 
own body rains on you with sweat. (A hint— 
tie the ropes on the top loops higher than the 
loops if you can on a tree rather than 
stakes). 
Next is the KITCHEN. A Svea 123 stove 
nestled in a pot, pan, skillet that you can get 
for it (as I have for $20 and 31 lbs.). Why not 
a fire; because it always rains on Sunday. If 
it is nice and you'd rather build fires bring a 
31 lbs Hudson Bay Ax from LL Bean and a 4 
oz. Camp trail grill—fires are great 
therapeutic values, but- a stove is better for 
freeze dried foods that take special care. 
The stove carries enough gas for 2 days but 
carry a RED Anodized Gas holder (in an 
outside pocket of your pack-red is the legal 
colar in some states) a pint of gas goes 5 
days. Buy the quart size it weighs the same 
empty 2 oz. Last is a plate (plastic or tin, Z 
use tin) and a spoon (all you need for freeze 
^ s S S 5 S ^ ^ : : o n '"fetes F r o m t h e C r y P r 
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dried). Carry a knife on your belt only to 
hold up your pants. Also a cup (Army style) 
in a pistol belt with canteen of H20. 3 days V2 
gallon of water per person. 
good Now for modesty—clothing. Get boots, 4 pairs of socks, wear 2 pairs at a 
time. Extra underwear, and longs (no need 
for a change—I go 7 days a week in the same 
dungaries and in the summer only "need to 
change, wash"and"changeBacirto t^hirts) If 
you carry extra pants make it shorts. 
Socks—one pair always wool, I wear cotton 
next to skin being alergic to wool. A poncho, 
2 handkerchief-scarfs for hat. Get an army 
shirt a n d ^ o u never need-take it off. Girls 
remember the time of the month. All under 
10 lbs. 
Now you only need one thing. A pack, get a 
$17 special or a DW Gerry Pack (make sure 
it is under 41 lbs. nylon and fits). Girls need 
mediums. Keep weight under 25 for women 
and 35 for men. I have carried 60 lbs. and it 
was not Backpacking it was hell. Heavy 
objects (tents) on top, and close to your 
back. Hip belt helps. Remember the ketchup 
(you will need it for the food) sugar and oil 
Bread is Ry Kings, a crispy thing, 
kit of aspirin, ace bandades, etc A first aid 
Drink all the water you can, it is . very 
important when you walk. Take 10 cents (15 
cents) now for a phone. My wife carries a 
watch, I forgot her once and couldn't tell the 
time at night on my compass so my freeze 
dried hamburgers got over washed. Air your 
bag a lot. If cops bother you carry a license, 
a check or a credit card. For light I carry a 
candle lantern and a Mallory A flashlight 
$4.00 and $1.98 with an 8 hour steric acid 
candle (no melt). Paper towels and A 
FRIEND, two can carry more than one and 
both at less the weight than one alone (share 
the junk). 
For any info contact us, Box 921 Student 
Center. 
A.S. Harris^ ATC. Baruch Camping Club. 
On Thursday, March 16 at 12 noon in Room 
-4444n -the 24thr5tr-buihiing-the-fcaw^ 
will present a symposium dealing with the 
issue whether or notocapital punishment is 
constitutional. The invited speakers are 
Prof. M a c N a m a r r a (Sociology), Prof. 
Bernstein (Political Science), Prof. Berger 
(Law), and Prof. Lakin (Law.) The 
program wnl begin with each of the above 
^speaker s arafcing some brief opening 
remarks followed by a student-faculty 
discussion. \\ 
The constitutionjality of capital punish-
ment has recently been brought to the at-
tention of the courts. The eighth amendment 
to the U.S. Constitution states "nor (shall) 
cruel and unusual" is the issue that has been 
brought before the courts. Last month the 
California Supreme Court ruled that its own 
state constitution, which has similar wor-
ding, was violated in striking down capital 
punishment in that state. We are now 
awaiting a ruling from the United States 
Supreme Court. 
Prof. Donald MacNamarra is a visiting 
professor of criminology from the John Jay 
College of Criminal Justice. He received iris-
3.A. from Columbia University in 1939 and 
his M.A. from New York University m 1946. 
He has served on numerous commissions. 
Prof. Samuel BeEnsfein is an assistant 
professor of political science. He received 
his B.A. from Brooklyn College in 1963, and 
his M.A. in 1966 and Ph.D. in 1969 from the 
Universi ty of Pennsylvania . He has 
authored numerous articles. 
Prof. Howard Berger is an assistant 
professor of law. He received his B.S. and 
J.D. degrees from New York University 
School of Law in 195*<nd 1957 respectively. 
- Prof. Leonard Lakin is an associate 
professor of law. He received his B.B.A.* 
degree from the Baruch School of Business 
and Public Administration in 1953 and his 
J.D. degree from New York University 
School of Law in 1956. He co-authored with 
Prof. Berger The Law of Secured Tran-
sactions and is currently the faculty sdviscr 
to the Law Society. 
jr^om A.painy to Unentation 
r?-~~-/-~ Cnll.mr Crr.ssis '•''o:>ilizGtior, Co~r<rrjit.lee has c fcj: outstanding chairs. 
." College Lrzszs 
See story, page .". 
Enthusiastic audience of Freshmen, Student Leaders & Faculty at Freshman Orientation. 
See story, pqge 3. . _ , _ - , -^ _ 
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HOW DO YOU SET UP A QUOTA SYSTEM 
JSBL^rfrtifSmtFf^^ An*wfiifiu"f«ymmn ii iu.^..mmTt The high school students with good 
averages will be forced to go to Community 
Colleges as a last resort—and its no secret 
that the community colleges are a far erg 
from the senior' colleges like Brooklynr* 
Queens, City College, or Baruch. 
What kills m e is that the Board of Higher • 
Education says, with a straight face—"this 
will help achieve the desired academic and 
ethnic integration of the* freshman c law. . 
• > • % * - > w < ^ - . 
AND NOT ^SALL I T A 
answer to the above 
6 e fotmd in me series of 
c£ Higher Education 
was oobe for the city university-^came up 
with this :; fact! "v.. - probably the most 
remarkable aspect of mese data (their 
snvey> Is ftxtt even for iow income students, 
financial problems did not appear as -a 
nigntrw.wnt factor. (See page -isi -of the 
T « p © r t > i ' . r '-'•• ' : ,vV ••'•'-••'''•-'•' •''•'rN.-.= 
'*FmtbjeimoreT" they continued, "... mat 
ethnic uUffeiencem me coucgc rate are~flius 
not based upon discrimintion practices but 
upon problems of motivation and coun-
the Board of Higher 
a new policy of adV 
fOT5^ 5flie Ci(y Universuy of New 
ThcMCity University covers Brooklyn 
College, City College, etc. 
and call it^what you may— 
- '--'' ^ The Board p ^ 
- ?;' J ^ scMbol. The ad-
are now forced to accept a 
*' "*" of "economic poor" in 
4x> students who eome from 
earna living. < ~ 
!&&&^aeivj^mg^^Moi^biWgtier Education 
t ? * ^ ^^«p&e^S30TASlfSEEM--41iat they deny 
aan^eyahiation 
programs being of-
gathered .their facte—flien 
3 p Tieeaeq some .statistics to make tbeir 
|^v tTacts , r hold up. So they set up some 
""* " for the student body to ffll 
w 
r^SsfiK'.-j. 
they Jearned^ Students who 
AD that from a report from which the 
Board of Higher Education, allegedly 
developed its new insights. 
So why is the Board of Higher Education 
basing its new admissions regulations on 
economic criteria? 
Students who are selected under .the. new 
rules must meet certain criteria. The 
primary criteria i s "economic"" and 
geographic. The applicants. who are con-
sidered by the admissions office have their 
names put into a computer. Of course there 
will be many more students .who.qualify 
than there are seats in the school—so we are 
further told a lottery is held and the com-
puter will kick out names—* 'arbitrarily''-r-. 
Of. students who are accepted into college. 
Under normal circumstances there is no 
harm in mis proceudre. However, we are 
told that the computer is located at a "Post. 
Office Box." The time and place for the 
"lottery^ i s secret. I wonder how many 
lottery players M ^ e w York .State would 
even put 50 cents down on that kind of lot-
tery—especially when the time and place 
remain a mystery. 
What I'm trying to say is simply this— 
what does it take to program a computer to 
give the result you want—in other words, the 
criteria programming can cut back on the 
number of Jewish students -who make 
~ to quotas and .can do great harm to the 
principal of educational excellence." 
What will happen fo our City Universities? 
It was recently revealed that the required 
average for a high school student to enter 
Brooklyn or Queens college may go higher 
than the present 34 per cent. In fact, want 
the inside story ?—if the required average is 
HSelow 88.8 per cent b y nexryear I will faerar 
monkey's uncle! 
Look what's happening at Brooklyn 
College.The construction going on is sup-
posed to almost double the space- for 
students. So, according to all theories, the 
required average for a kid-to enter Brooklyn 
next year should be about 84 per- cent or 
lower because their capacity will- be so 
much greater. Instead, the required 
"average will rise—for the normal student 
whose family is gainfully employed. 
And here's why the averages will go up. 
The group of students who fit into the 
"economic and geographic criteria" the 
Board has set up will be 20 per cent of the 
student body for this year and probably 
about 50 per cent for next year. About 37 per 
cent of this group will have high school 
averages running BELOW €9 per cent. The 
Jewish student whose family i s gainfully 
employed will have to get better than an 88 
per cent average in high school. Shocking? 
We think so! 
To all of those who wrote in asking why we 
were making such a fuss over those coDege 
questioimairesr-^OW- YOTT TmOW^WHY! 
Okay—so what will happen to the Jewish 
student who is graduating from High School 
this year? For openers—at least he will 
become part of me "Wandering Jew" of 
New York City. These kids will wander from 
Queens to a school in the Bronx with about a 
2 hour travel time and a two or three token 
fare. The student from Brooklyn 'will: be 
>^33P! 
to someplace in Queens to 
P T I - •"•"*• ' ' • — •••' • ^ > ? , r > - ' * 
They learned that the 
we--
aT^setrrMo7^ accept economic # an 
geographically acceptable applicants— 
what chance does the Jewish, student stand? 
Or; Norman E. Erinter ' who >fe" i i ie 
National CoormnatoT Wst Hillel Affairs in 
the New York Region says that<i . . . the new 
-J3B& r ^ WR.'STi^%^-H 
someplace in Queens to go to school. Kids 
^wiB be "wandering" all- over the five 
boroughs at all hours of the day and n i g h t -
prime targets for rapists and muggers— 
because a scnooT in their own borough- is 
"closed to them. 
among the colleges and universifiesr' 
Want more?—The original papers that 
drew up the realignment of the student body 
was called, -*A-Draft ProposaL" It indicates 
that the economic-criteria admissions will 
consist of f<Black, 49 per cent; Puerto Rican, 
26 per cent; White, 18 per cent and others 17 
pfer cent." 
WHO SAID THERE AREN'T 
QUOTAS????? 
The draft Proposal estimates the specific 
percentages of various racial groups that 
will result from-this new plan. And you can 
be assured those estimates will come, true 
through their economic criteria computer-
tottery-quota-system! . ••'.'• 
Those connected with the planning 
probably argue that there is. no correlation 
between "cause" and "effect." What are^ 
they trying to say—a welfare Negro family 
has less intelligence than an employed 
Negro family? Nonsense! 
Want to see how" this business of statistics 
can be used to discriminate? Watch 4bJ6! 
You simply set the criteria f6r admission to 
college to read — MUST HAVE LOW 
FmAi^=?7^-^r^NrnNG; MT rsTJigg m a 
ghetto area and MUST have low grades in 
schooL That would most probably give them 
a Negro student! Or—mey could say— 
MUST HAVE HIGH FAMILY INCOME 
WITH FATHER EMPLOYED, MUST LIVE 
IN SCARSDALE, have high high school 
grades with a better than 84 per cent^ 
averajgeV Of eourse you would come out with 
So-you' teaSay don't naVe to siiy "JE 
NEED NOT APPLY"—if you want to set up 
a o^Lscrimmation program you simply set the 
standards, feed them into a computer—and 
then run "a lotlpBry" at some undisclosed 
place! Simple? 
Lecture & Photogra|diic Exhibition 
hy Bricfttda Vencereznos 
Exhantion: 54 Paneb. Starts with the Moneoda Attack (1953), 
organized the first group to Sierra Maestro ((komma, Mexico) 
1959-Castro & The ReYolutkMK^ Army arrived at Havana* 
Then historical straggle from 1960-70. 
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Tennis Team 
s 
Fencers Conclude 
Winning Season 
The Baruch ;College Fencing Team, in its 
first year of organization, completed a 
highly successful 5rwin, 1-loss campaign by 
defeating St. Peter's College of Jersey City 
by a score of 17-10. 
The Baruch swordsmen experienced little 
-<i»ffieulty~^-winrang-tfaeir fourth straight-
victory since their only loss to .Pratt 
Institute, in their second meet. Baruch 
reeled off ten straight boot victories before 
losing one and clinched the meet when the 
bout score was 14-4. In Fencing the team 
that reaches the magical FOURTEENTH 
bout Wins the meet with the remaining bouts 
1'havingjk) effect on the outcome. When 
^Baawh reached this fourteenth bout; coach 
A\ Peredo substituted freely and cleared his 
bench for the remaining bouts. 
'% Rogelio Vernon, who only started fencing 
^ast October, won all three on his foil bouts. 
Steve Smith, Rafael Benjamin, and Al Mira 
each won two bouts without a loss. 
- Coach. Peredo said be was very pleased 
with the results of this season's matches and 
looks forward with anticipation to next 
iyear's schedule which includes Rutgers and 
M I T . He confidently pre<ficted that Baruch 
fencers win be formidable opponents for all 
ibe Yearns on the expanded twelve meet 
schedule next year. -•••'.--••--
The team members on this year's squad 
.were: . . 
The Baruch College tennis team will play 
a 17-game schedule this spring including 9 
matches in the Metropolitan College Tennis 
Conference it waV announced this week by 
Athletic Director Lou Brown. 
This spring Baruch will mark its second 
year of versity play and its first year in the 
Conference. Last year the team compiled a 
3-5 record under first-year coach Bob 
Givbne. 
Baruch is one of three new members in the 
league. New York Tech arid C.W. Post were 
also added. All three will play in section B of 
Jftjtleague.alpng-with Kings Point, Brooklyn 
Poly, Pace, Hunter, St. Francis, Manhattan, 
and Pratt. Baruch will face each division foe 
once.. It will also play five members of the A 
Section although those matches will not 
count in the league-standings. Those con-
tests are slated with Brooklyn, City, Leh-
man, Queens, and LIU. .Rounding out the 
schedule are New Paltz State, Newark State 
and Jersey City State. 
The schedule opens March 29 at Brooklyn 
College. The first six matches are on the 
road before the first home match is played 
at the Fleetwood Tennis courts in the Bronx 
on April 15 against Pace. Other home 
contests are with New York Tech, St. 
Francis and Hunter. 
Last year Baruch defeated New York 
Tech, Roger Williams and Pratt while losing 
to Lehman, City, Brooklyn Poly, C.W. P6st 
and Hunter. 
Coach "Givone has his entire squad back 
led by captain Harold Soshnick, Mitchell 
Polstein and Jack Weiner. HWstein went 7-0 
in singles play. 
The schedule: 
Mar 29—Brooklyn 
Mar 30—City 
Apr 1—Lehman 
--ApF?-.-4i—Brooklyn Poly— -~ 
Apr 7—Queens 
Apr. 10—Manhattan 
Apr. 15—Pace 
Apr.20—New York Tech 
Apr;22—St. Francis 
Apr 24—LIU 
Apr 26—New Paltz 
Apr.28-^C.W. Post 
May.l—Pratt 
May. 3-^Newark State 
May. 9-^Kings Point 
May - 10-r-Hunter 
May 12—Jersey City 
Away 3:00 
Away 11:00 
Away 11:00 
A way*:.3:00" 
Away 
Away 
Home 
Home 
Home 
Away 
Away 
Away 
Away 
Away 
Away .3:30 
Home .3:00 
Away 3:00 
2:00 
.1:00 
.3:00 
.3:00 
.3:00 
3:00 
6:00 
.3:30 
.3:00 
3:00 
Bowling Team 
Results 
~ « 
# 
• * • 
s 
SA BR KM EN 
Steve Smith 
__B0LBlake— -,- ~ 
Bruce Weisner 
Charles Lee 
John Hlouban-
FOILSMEN 
Rogelio Vernon 
. Barry Purlauy -
Rafaeifienjamin 
Carlos Vila 
EPEEMEN 
AlMira 
Walt Gonzalez 
Sam Pollard 
Arthur Sundre 
WINS L 
13 
-9---— 
5 
8 
10 
- 10 
6 
6 
— 
8 
S 
8 
-
OSSES 
3 
3 
4 
7 
2 
5 > 
6 
" 
4 
5 
6 
-
The coach feels that all of the above with 
the exception of graduating Sam Pollard 
will provide a-abound base for next season's 
squad. - . / 
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The Bowling Team which has led the 
Bowling Conference, New York Division 
since the beginning of the season with a big 
margin is starting to slip a bit. After being 
beat by second place Pace College, in two 
position rounds; 5-2 and just recently 4-3. 
Our boys still hang on, with a 2-point margin 
in the win column, after whipping St. 
Frances 7-0. On March 12th, we meet Pace 
again and- we- how&'to torn i h e j 
many dBuTe^fers, but anything can and 
does happen in the world of bowling. 
Baruclrs Eastern Intercollegiate Doubles 
Champs, Allan Gross and Hillard Panoff 
made the regional-finals trip to West Point. 
They blowled eight games in the Saturday 
qualifier and under total points they 
achieved the six game finals on Sunday. Hill 
bowled real well on Saturday averaging 
close to 200. Al didn't bowl as well but they 
TiTjjfein the finals. On Sunday the finals are 
not only based on a total point-system, but 
on match game points and our boys fell just 
a bit short. Al bowled close to the 200 
average and Hill had a struggle, but they 
managed to place 6th among twelve 
representative champion schools. Our boys 
had one of the top pin-fall, but lacked the 
luck and lost points by losing several 
matches by less than ten pins. The same two 
guys wiB represent Baruch in the Open 
Singles Championships (Collegiate). This is 
because both ace the top team shooters. 
Good Luck Guys. 
Note: that this past week is the fifth 
remaining in the Collegiate Team's Com-
petition and we bowl second place Pace 
College, who is right behind us...League 
Leading Baruch College. Keep reading; we 
will let you know what happens. 
Bold indicates Metropolitan Tennis Con-
ference matches. 
Individual 
Basketball Carnival 
This semester's Individual Basketball 
Carnival, held on Thursday, February 24th, 
1972, had the largest number of participants 
ever, 63. Mr. Engel, the Director of 
Intramural activity noted that he was proud 
that-inanyL:students, entered, but the ad-
ministration and space proved very dif-
flcult, because of the unexpected large turn-
out. Some day soon Mr. Engel hopes that he 
will be able to have different and "more 
suitable hours allocated for Intramural 
activities* especially basketball, 
arts-
points were aBowsd to compete in the final 
competition, known as "Basketball Golf," a 
game taught to. Mr. Engel by past renowned 
physical Education Teachers at Baruch. In 
the finals, we had the following students, 
Bueller, Malek, Armelino, all of the Varsity 
Baseball. Squad; and Dorsey, a previous 
finalist; Garfinkle, of Fraternity Fame; 
Lipton, Bland, Devine, and Ware. 
Iodividaal Basketball Carnival 
The Scoring went this way: 
Garfinkle - foul shots- 2 pts, wall pass-5 pts-
bk-golf-5 pts-TotaH3 ptU. 1st 
Ware: foul shots-5 pts, lay-ups-5 pts -Total-
i s pts - 2nd 
Lipton: foul sbots-2 pts, wall pass-3 pts - bk -
GolM.25 pts Total- 6.25 pts -3rd 
Garfinkle received Gold medal, Ware 
received silver medal and Lipton received 
Bronze for 3rd. 
Other finishers were: 
Malek -3.25 pts 
Devine 
Annelino-3.25 " 
Bueller -2.00" 
Dorsey -1.50" 
Bland -1.50 " 
Be on the watch for next 
competition. 
3.25 " 
semester's 
The French d u b Presents 
• ^ & << 
directed by 
Jean-Luc Godard 
The NewWave Fi lm 
BREATHLESS' 
V-
Thurs. March 16th 
at 12 Noon in Room 1303 
Starring 
Jean-Paul Belmondo 
Jean Seberg 
Rated 
X 
mmmw 
- -For those-of you whcr are amxis^niimt park 
nuts, there is the roller coaster syndrome. If 
you don't like the SOrror 75c roller coaster at 
Palisades or Adventurers Inn, you can ride 
the trains for just 30c and still get the same 
result. Also, for thoss interested in 
amusements, try dropping a dime or penny, 
'if you are cheap, from about six feet above 
the'.floor of a speeding train. Do** it land 
directly under your hand of bensadf you? 
After you do this fascinating experiment, 
and upon release from the state mental 
institution, write Mr. Wizard, with your 
results. You m a y be on T.V. yet. 
Some residents claim that the subways 
make them sick. This could be true if one 
looks at the garbage on the tracks or at the 
old wino sleeping next to you- Actually 
though, the subway is great for one's health. 
A recent study showed that rans can develop 
ulcers if unexpected physical punishment is 
presented. What do rats have to do with 
subway riders? A rat conditioned to expect 
physical punishment will not develop the 
ulcers even though the same activities are
 v 
performed on both rats. This shows 
therefore, that the subways are very healthy 
4br rats. What?? ^Actually, expecting the 
unexpected is commonplace for a New York 
City subway rider. Win the train,stall, blow 
up, collide, or get hijacked are typical 
questions that run through a commuter's 
mind. Since bneAhever knows what will 
happen, but will expect ansrtmattL, he is 
unexpected, Tn& ~ will" 
Stress and emotional upset. In tnlftK 
will hve longer and work liigwr aitri j^ill be 
able to ride the subways for many many 
years. This will keep the trains crowded for 
those of you who want to practice football 
patterns or increase your vocabulary on the 
way to and from school. _ 
The subway also provides the cheapest 
library and news department in the world. 
You do not have to spend that extra 15c for 
the New York Times, I mean the Daily 
News* in the morning. When the paper is 
being read in front of you, it-is quite easy to 
look over a shoulder and absorb the relevant 
news, such as:-Did Dondi lose his virginity 
yet? After a few challenges of stealing 
someone's news, you may decide to go on to 
bigger and better things, like picking 
pockets, ff this is your forte, watch it. You 
may wind up doing 1-2. Spending 4-5 in 
Baruch may be the same as lr2 but I still do 
not recommend thievery-. 
So remember, Baruchians, there are 
wonderful happenings and activities that the 
subway can present to us. So smile, cheer 
up, and laugh when you are on a train. The 
trains in New York are a great place to 
spend your remaining days. Maybe, we will 
meet someday on a train and we can laugh 
together and smile with one another. It 
better be soon though, because as soon as I 
graduate from Baruch, I am high-tailing it 
out of New York because I can not stand its 
subways. 
TOEawhr, titiKXtiil.iin TICKE* 
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